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Boston University
Boston University College of Fine Arts 
School of Music · 
.The Center for Early. Music Studies presents: · 
II Furioso 
.Virtuoso Music of 17th- and 18th-Century Italy 
Aldo Abreu, record~rs 
David Dolata and V1ctor Coelho, theorbo 
Neil Cockburn, harpsichord 
Thurs<:J.ay, Aprilll, 2013~ 8pm 
CFA Concert Hall 
The Center for Early Music Studies at Boston University (CEMS) is dedicated to the · 
· · cultivation and dissemination of performance, scholarship, and new pedagogical practices 
involving music of the Medieval, Renaissance, Baroque, and Classical periods. Drawing 
on a renowned cohort of scholar/performers at Boston University and the presence 
of a professional resident ensemble, the CEMS supports a regular cycle of lectures, 
.' concerts, visiting artists, and workshops. In addition, the CEMS collaborates with other 
departments and institutions to stimulate interdisciplinary research on·early music and 
its place in the broader contexts of cultural history. As a nexus between performance, 
pedagogy, and scholarship, the CEMS will be at the leadir1g edge of innovation in Bo' 
"Silicon Valley" of early music. 
Blue Heron, directed by Scott Metcalfe, is the inaugural resident ensemble of the CEMS. 
11 Furioso 
An international collaboration of musicians, 11 Furioso specializes in early Italian Baroque 
music for virtuoso voices, lutes, and harpsichord, rediscovered and resurrected through 
the research of Il Furioso lutenists and musicologists David Dolata and Victor Coelho. 
Hailed as an "early music power trio," 11 Furioso's Kapsberger and Castaldi recordings on 
Toccata Classics have received rave reviews in such prestigious publications as Goldberg 
Magazine, Early Music, Early Music America, and Fanfare. 
Boston University College of Fine Arts 
School of Music 
The 2111h concert in the 2012-13 season 
Aprilll, 2013 
CFA Concert Hall 
Giovanni Pandolfi Ai.1tonio Mealli Sonata Seconda, La Cesta 
(1630-1669) 
Girolamo Giovanni Kapsberger 
(1580-1651) 
Preludio Decimo 
Aria di Fiorenza 
Giovanni Bassano Ricercata Ottava 
(1558~1617) 
Giovanni Pandolfi Antonio Mealli Sonata Terza, La Melana 
Girolamo Giovanni Kapsberger Corrente Seconda 
•·. Alessandro Piccinini . Ciaccona 
. (1566-i638) 
Giovanni Pandolfi Antonio J:.1ealli Smi.ata Quinta, La Clemente 
-Girolamo Frescobaldi 
(1583-1643) 
Jan Pieterszoon Sweelinck 
(1562-1621) 
Francesco Barsanti 
(169Q--1770) 
Tomaso Vitali 
(1663-1745) 
IHtermissioH 
Omzon Quinta detta Bellerofonte _ 
Ballo del Granduca 
Sonata No.3 in G Minor 
Adagio 
Alleg~o 
Gavotta 
Minuet 
Chaconne in G Minor 
Program Notes 
Tonight, ll Furioso extends its tradition.al emphasis on virtuosic Italian music of the 
early seventeenth century to explore repertoire from the middle of the seventeenth and 
into the eighteenth century for the most vocal of instruments, the recorder. Our concert 
is organized into sets of recorder music, between 'which are inserted contrasting sets of 
solo music for theorbo. We will perform selections by Alessandro Piccinini, who was 
one of its earliest practitioners as well as the author of a treatise on the instrument, and 
.Giovanni Girolamo Kapsberger, undisputedly the finest seventeenth-century Italian 
theorbo virtuoso. The Aria di Fiorenza (also known as the Ballo del Gran Duca) became 
something of. a Florentine national anthem after its first appearance as "0 che miracolo 
nuovo," penned by Emilio Cavalieri for Ferdinanda de Medici and Christine of Lorraine's 
wedding celebrations in 1589. Kapsberger's variations on. this well-known tune amount to · 
a compendium of idiomatic theorbo techniques, while Sweelinck' s keyboard variations on 
the same tune are replete with explosive passages of scales that use the eHtire instrument. 
Alessandro Piccinini was a lutenist at the Ferrarese Court where he worked with his 
brothers· and father, all lutenists, and later nioved to Rome. His "Ciaccona" appears in 
his lute book of 1623, and is a short variation piece on a repeating chordal scheme, one 
that was used countless times in early seventeenth-century Italy; the most famous setti.r ~ 
being, perhaps, Monteverdi's !11adrigal, "Zefiro toma." The Corrente from his recently. 
rediscovered Libra Terzo is a lovely dance tune with a partita, or variation, in broken sty . · 
figuration . 
Giovanni Antonio Pandolfi Mealii's virtuosic music (origiTially intended for violin) is 
as eclectic to the recorder's repertoire as Kapsberger and Castaldi's are to the theorbo 
repertoire. Born in Montepulciano in the wine-growing region just south of Florence, 
Mealli, like Castaldi, spent much of his life on the run. After a heated argument in a 
Sicilian church, he is reported to have murdered a castrato, but managed to escape to 
France and then Vienna where he found refuge and employment at the Spanish Royal 
Court. He represents yet another example of how composers' wide travels can influence 
their music through the foreign idioms they absorb ap.d incorporate into their own 
idiosyncratic styles. All three Mealli sonatas on tonight's program include several distinct 
contrasting sections, each one beginning with an improvisatory introduction before 
progressing to one or more triple-time ground bass variations, syncopated sections full of 
rhythmic interest, and concluding with stunning virtuosic flourishes . 
Frescobaldi's "Canzon Quinta detta Bellerofonte," published posthumously in 1645, 
was probably titled by the printer Alessandro Vin'centi based on his knowledge of the 
friendship between Frescobal~i and Bellerofonte Castaldi, both of whom were members of 
the .social and musical milieu created by Cardinal Ale$Sandro d' Este in the opulent artistic 
flowering of Baroque Rome. · 
The Barsanti Sonata moves right into the Vitali Chaconne forming an uninterrupted 
unity 'to conclude our program. Barsanti, too, was well traveled. Born in Lucca, Barsanti 
was educated in Padua, and like Handel, settled in London. Barsanti's work is the most 
traditionql sonata on our program, each contrasting section standing alone as a separate 
movement. Similar to Handel, Barsanti was clearly open to French influence, ending his 
sonata with not one, but two dances, the last of which was the most French of dances, ·the 
minuet, something that would have been unheard of from an Italian composer not long 
before. . 
Like Casta1di, Tomaso Vitali was a Modenese composer, the oldest son of the more famous 
Giovanni Battista Vitali of the :vaunted school of Modenese and Bolognese violinists tha• 
included such luminaries as Marco Uccellini and Arcangelo Carelli. Vitali's Chaconne · ~ 
, an extraordinary composition for violin that Aldo Abreu has arranged for recorder and 
previously recorded with the Trio Barocco Abreu. As with many 18th-century chaconnes, 
Vitali's is constructed on a descending tetrachord that, in this case; is repeated in several 
different keys, pushing the bounds of tonality to the limi ts. Few baroque pieces traverse as 
many keys in one extensive movement 
-Victor Coelho & David Dolata 
~--------------------------------------~-------------------------------- · ------
f 
Aldo Abreu has toured throughout the U.S., the U.K., Europe, New Zealand, Australia, 
Central America and his native Venezuela. First Prize Winner of the 1992 Concert Artists 
Guild New York Competition, and laureate of the Concours Musica Antiqua (Belgium) 
and the Premio Flauto Dolce (Germany),_Abreu has performed at the Ambassador 
Auditorium in Los Angeles, Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum in Boston, the Spivey Hall 
in Atlanta, and the Metropolitan Museum of Art and Weill Recital H11-ll at Carnegie Hall 
in New York. ,He has been featured a t the 1993 and 1996 Spoleto Festivals in the U.S. and 
Italy, the OK Mozart Festival, the Boston Early Music Festival, and the Festival Music 
Society in Indianapolis, and has been a concerto soloist with orchestras· throughout the 
US, including Solisti New York, the Handel and Haydn Society, Boston Baroque, the 
· West Short Symphony, the Illinois Chamber Symphony, the American Bach Soloists, the 
SavaJ1!1ah Symphony, the Billings Symphony, and .the illinois Chamber Symphony. Mr. 
Abreu holds the Performers and Teacher's Diplomas from the Royal Conservatory in The 
Hague, and the M.M. from Indiana University. He has recorded for Centaur, Arte Vision, 
and Koch International. Mr. Abreu is on the faculties of the New Erigland Conservatory, 
The Boston Conservatory, Boston University, and the An_lherst Early Music Festival 'and 
Institute. · 
Victor Coelho is Professor of Music and Co-Director of the Center for Early Music Studies 
t Boston University. Active internationally as a musicologist and performer, he studied at 
Berkeley and U€LA (PhD), and performs and records throughout N . America and Europe. 
He has worked with artists such as Paul O'Dette, Andrew Lawrence-King, Ellen Hargis, 
David Douglass, Julianne Baird, and Alan Curtis, and performs regularly with Boston 
Baroque and "ll Furioso," with which he has made critically acclaimed recordings of music 
by Kapsberger and Castaldi for Toccata Classics. He is a recipient of numerous awards, 
including a fellowship from Villa I Tatti and the prestigious Noah Greenberg Prize given -
by the American Musi.cological Society for his recording of "the music for the 1608 Medici 
wedding (on the Stradivarius·label), which he directed with Alan Curtis. This album won 
a Prelude Classical Award in 2004 for best ensemble album. The author of many books on 
early music history and performance practice; he has just completed (with Keith Polk) a 
major study. of Renaissance instrUment~! music, forthcoming from Cambridge University 
r Press. For more information, clips, and downloads, visit http ://people.bu.edu/blues 
Neil Cockburn is Head of Organ Studies at Mount Royal University Conservatory in 
Calgary, Alberta, Canada. He received his musical education at Oxford University (BA 
Hons, Music), the Royal Northern College of Music in Manchester, UK {MusM, Organ 
Performance; and the Professional Performance Diploma, PPRNCM), the Conservatoire 
Nationale de Region Rueil-Malmaison, France (Premier ·prix de perfectionnement), and 
the University of Calgary (PhD, Musicology), where his advisor was Victor Coelho. He 
won First Prize at the 1996 Dublm International Organ Competition, and has received . 
numerous other prestigious awards, including the W. T. Best Memorial Organ Scholarship 
(UK), a scholarship from the Countess of Mtmster MusicalTmst (UK), and the Lili 
· Boulanger Memorial Fund Prize - awarded by ·an international panel of judges. He is 
·the continuo player and organist for the Calgary Philharmonic Orchestra. As an organ . 
soloist he has given an all-encompassing spectmm of solo organ recitals on a wide range 
of instmment types, from all-Bach recitals on historically inspired organs, to symphonic 
programs on romantic instrmnents, and concerts of entirely new works. To learn more, 
visit www.neilcockburn.com 
' . . The Bulletin de la Societe Fran_,.aise de Luth has referred to Florida International University 
Associate Professor of Musicology David Dolata as a "gentleman de la Renaissance" for 
his activities as a performer and scholar. As a lutenist David Dolata has appeared at sucl1 
venues as the Glimmerglass Opera in New York, the Florida Grand Opera in Miami, the 
oston Early Music Festival, and on broadcasts and recordings for NPR, BBC, and CBS. 
_ ith ll Furioso, which he co-directs with Victor Coellio, he has recorded Kapsberger's 
1623 Libro secondo d'arie and Battaglia d'amore: the Music of Bellerofonte Castaldi on 
the English label Toccata Classics. He appears on several other European recordings as 
·well. His latest book, Mean tone Temperaments on Lutes and Viols: A Practical Guide, 
is forthcoming from Indiana University Press_. At FIU, Dr. Dolata coordinates the Music 
History area, directs the Collegium Musicum, and is former Director of the FlU School of 
Music. For more information, clips, and d~wnloads, visit www.fiu.edu/-dolatad 
Friends of the College of Fine Arts 
We are grateful to our community of alumni, faculty, families, and friends who believe in the importance "of 
supporting gifted students in music, theatre, and the visual arts through their generous contributions. Gifts. to 
the College of Fine Arts drive important capital initiatives, scholarships, educatio1ial outreach, pe1jormances, 
and exhibitions~ all of which directly benefit the talented young artists of Boston University. 
For more information about how you can join our growing list of supporters, please contact us at 617-353-5544 
or make a donation online at bu.edulcfalalunmilgiving-back. We would love to welcome you into our donor 
communihj! 
We thank th~ following donors for their generous support during the 2011-2012 fiscal year•: 
$100,000 and above 
Jock Kent Cooke Foundntio':' 
SungEun Han· Andersen and G. Chrls Andersen 
The ~slate of Virgini;;~ E. Withey 
..S25)XJO to $99,999 . 
Andrew R. Lack and Betsy K. Lack 
Jane Pt~ppalardo and Neil Pnppa lardo 
Hugo X. Shang and Luo Yan 
John R. Silber 
Surdna Foundation 
Anonymous 
$10,000 to $24,999 
john A. Carey · 
Ann and Gordon Getty Foundation · · 
Chris and Megann Haley 
RiCilrdo Lewitus and Marla B. Lewilus 
Nancy Livingston and Fred M. Levin 
Montgomery Symphony Association 
Mary Ann Milano-Pica.rdi and Angelo Picardi 
Douglas B. Reeves and Amy F. Reeves 
Anonymous 
• SS,OOO to $9,999 
Edwnrd Avedisian nnd Pamela W. Avedisian 
Enrl R. Benne and Mil dred~· Beane 
Cairiuolo Family Founda.tion, Inc. 
David L. Feigenbaum and Mpureen I. Meister 
Frank] . Hocnemeyer 
Margnret S. Lindsay Foundntlon • 
Penny Peters 
J. Brian Potts and Catherine M. Potts 
Nina C. Tnssler and Gerald'S. Levine 
Gael Towey and Stephen J. Doyle 
William H. Trnyes and Roswitha Trayes 
$1,000 to $4,999 
Cathy M. Altlm l~ and Robert N. Altholz 
The ASCAP Foundation 
Bose FoundAtion Inc. 
William K. Boss and Rhea Boss 
Fred A. Bronstein and Liz Bronstein 
Richard D. Cannel Chnrila~le Remainder Trust 
Michael C. Chiklis and Midtelle E. Chiklis 
A ram V. Otoban ian and Jasmine Otobanian 
Saul B. Cohen ;:md Naomi R. Cohen 
Prank A. 0' Acron~ 
Keith E;. Druhl 
Rlchnrd W. Ekdahl and Mary E. Ekdahl 
I?etcr J. Eliopoulos and Maria A. Eliopoulos 
Judith E. Epstc.in-Fishcr and Richard A. Fisher 
Marie V. Falabclla and Anthony Falabella 
Arthur Fertman and Cynthia K. Fertmnn 
Judith M. Flynn 
Frisl Center for the Visual Arts 
Brian E. Geraghty 
Ridtard' l. Grausman and Susan Grausptan 
David C. Hoenemeyer and Laura E. Hoenemeycr ~ 
Phyllis E. Hoffman nnd Robert J. Hoffman 
Joan F. Horton 
Lindsey V. Humes 
Benjil!llln Juflrez rmd Marisil Canales 
Ellen B. Kazis-Wa lker and Don L. Walker 
Dean C. Kehler and Elizilbeth H. Kehler 
Sandrn J. Kendall and Clark Kendall 
David C1rllon Kneuss 
Robert E. Krivi and Gwen G. Krlvl 
JuneK. Lewin 
Willian1'R. Lyman and Anastasio S. Lyman 
Joan B. Malick 
Jnmes A. Manganello and Rosemarie B. 
Manganel lo 
Margaret M. MarUn 
Wnrre~1 Marlin and Judith A. Martin 
Joy L. Mdntyrc 
Midmel W. Merril l 11nd Chou Chou Merrill 
]nne M. Musky and Tony H. Goldwyn. 
. Andrea Okamura and Jeffrey T. Chainbcrs 
F. Taylo,r Pape'and Haddon Hufford 
The Presser Ftmndntion 
Leila Joy Rosentha l 
Sandrn Lee Rowsell and Arthur r. Rowsell 
Kenneth D. Rudnick 
Roberta S. Steinl?r and Don Steiner 
The Estate of Lindagracc Stephens 
Andrea L. Taylor 
Anthony V. Uglialoro nnd Lisa M. Uglialoro 
!he Ushers&: Pr~grammerS Fund 
Rid1ard E. Vnn Deusen and C1rol Nadell 
Sheila Waxman and David j. Waxman 
Barbara S. Wolf 
Ellen Yates and John Yates 
Kalman W. Zabarsky .and Kerry F. Loughman 
Heidi E. Zdrojeski 
Avedis Zildjian Company 
SSOO to $999 
Samu~l H. Adler and Emily F. Brown 
Constantin Alaja lov 
•Apostolos A. Aliapoulios and Mary J. Aliapoulios ' 
Bob Avian 
Rid1ard F. Balsnm 
Salvatore J. Cnnia and Lisa M. Cania 
KO ren L. Carpenter 
Joan C. Cavia:.:hi 
Gail M. Cohen nnd Mark E. Cohen 
Emily C. Cu11er and Midtael Culler 
Edna L. Davis 
Ann B. Dickson 
Carol G. Elledge 
Kath leen Faleiis and Dennis Fnleris 
Debra D. Faust and Joseph E. Dian 
Wilbur I?· Pullbrighf and Lorraine B. Fullbrit_ 
Sheila W. Greenspan and Marshall Grcen~pan 
John F. Harrington and Ken)' E. HnrringtoO 
Merda M. Harrison 
John T. Hed1t and Victoria A. Hecht 
Gudjonson Hermannsson and Yingxi ng Wang 
Historical Art. Inc. 
Richard A. Hobbs and Marilyn Hobbs 
Judy Hochberg and Alnn Hochberg 
Chery l Hoenemeyer 
Henry ~·Hoyt 
Dmitri L. llyln and Elena llyln 
Jimmie ,L. Jackson and Mary L. Jackson 
Renate S. Jeffries and Jolul W. Jeffries 
Larry G. Jones and Ann Hownrd Jones 
Saran Kmichoke and Paige Kraid10ke 
LillicM.Kumar 
Nam-Ying Liin 
Walt C. Meissner and Rosemarie E. Meissner 
Thomas J. Munn and Susan P. Munn 
Northrop Grumman Foundation 
Andrew L. Price 
Resources Management Corp. 
Benjamin A. Rudnick 
Sherri A. ·Rudnick 
Laurence K. Sammons 
Judith Skngen 
Harriett L. Stanley 
Charles Teamer and Karen Teamer 
. Kristine B. Tina and Guido J. Tina 
Craig Vickers 
Peter A. Wi1\iamson and Charlene J. Zabawski 
Annn Winestein 
Linda N. Yce nnd Robert D. Yee 
Patrick Zic.kler and Joyce Zicklcr 
Anonymous 
Anonymous 
( 
,..TI1is fist reflects pledges and donations m'nde betwCen July 1, 2011 nnd June 30, 2012. For n complete list of nl.l CFA dmtors visit, bu.edulcfn/alumnil 
givh1g-bnck. If your 11nme ltns bce11 omitted from tit is Jist, plense cant net us sa t11nt we can correct our records. 
Boston Univ_ersity College of Fine Arts School of Music 
STRINGS Toby Oft tro(llbOIIe 
Stev.en Ansell viola "' Elizabeth Ostlingflulc 
Edwin Barker double bass • Andrew Price oboe 
Cathy Basrak viola Ken Radnofsky saxopllo11e 
Lynn Chang violi11 Rich~,ud Ranti bnssoo11 
Daniel Dona pedagogy Thomas Rolfs trumpet 
Jules Eskin cello Mike Roylance tuba 
Carolyn Davis Fryer Eric Ruske horn ,.. 
double bass Robert Sheena english hom 
Edward.Gazouleas vio'/a Thomas Siders trumpel 
Marc johnson cdlo Ethan Sloane clarhtet"" 
Bayla Keyes violin * Jason. Snider /tom 
Michelle LaCourse viola* Samuel Solqmon 
Benjamin Levy double bass percussiou 
Lucia Lin violin * James Sommerville hom 
Malcolm Lowe violin Richard Stolzman clarinet 
Dana Mazurkevich violi11 Linda Toote flute: , 
Yuri Mazurkevich violi11 * 
rkuko Mizuno violin PIANO 
John Muratore guitar Maria Clodes-Jaguaribe * LOA 
George Neikrug ·cello++ Gila Goldstein 
james Orleans double bass Linda Jiorle-Nag~ 
Parnas cello LOA Michael Lewin 
obson Pilot harp Pavel Nersessian 
_ --· ara Poeschi·Edrich lwp Boaz Sharpn * 
Michael Reynolds cello • 
Rhonda Rider cello COLLABORATIVE PIANO 
Karen Ritscher viola Michelle Alexander"" 
Todd Seeber double bass Holly Chatham 
Laurence Wolfe double bass Shiela Kibbe • SAB 
Michael Zaretsky viola Robert Merfeld 
Peter Zazofsky violin .. 
Jessica Zhou harp ORGAN 
Peter Sykes"' 
WOODWINDS,_ BRASS, and 
PERCUSSION VOICE 
Ken Amis tuba Michelle Alexander* 
Jennifer Bi ll saxoph01re Michael Beattie 
!1ter Chapman trumpet Penelope Bitzas *' 
'Geralyn Coticonejlule Eve Budnick 
Doriot Dwyer flute Sharon Daniels"' SAB 
· Terry Everson trumpet* SAB James Demler* 
John Ferrillo oboe Cary Durham 
Timothy Genis percussion Lynn Eustis* 
Ian Creitzer claritret Phyllis Hoffman * 
Ronald Haroutounian basso011 Matthew Larson 
John Heissflulc Betsy l'olatin (the~ter) 
.Gregg Henegar bassoon Bonn ie POmfret 
Renee Krimsier flute Jerrold Pope • 
Gabriel Langfur bass trombotze 
Don Lucas trombone"' 
Michael Martin trumpet 
Mark McKewen oboe 
Richard Menaul hom 
Suzanne Nelsen bassoon 
-SCHOOL OF MUSIC DEPARTMEN:r OF 
PRODUCTION AND ENSEMBLES 
J, Casey Soward, Assistant Director for Production and 
Performance 
Midiael Barsano, Mm1a,~cr of University-Wide Ens{!mb/es Michael 
Culler, Head Recording Engineer 
AarOf\ Goldberg, Director of Athletic Bands 
Qshin Gregori"'$' Mar~cr of Opera Institute 
e t1~~f~hCm ta;%con1J;~J£ngin eer 
Dawson I( Scheduling and Recitals Coordinator 
. .. . Sessa, Librarian 
Martin Snow, Keyboard Teclmician and Restoration 
Molly Walker, Mmrascr of Sc/rool of Music Ensembles 
COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS ADMINISTRATION 
Benjamin JuArez, Dean, Colle.~e of Fine Arts 
Rol:iert K. bodson, Director, Sc/rool of Music 
Jim Petosa, Director, Scltool o{Theatre 
Lynne Allen,· Director, ScJwo1 of Visual Arts 
HISTORIC~L MUSIC EDUCATION 
PERFORMANCE Susan Conkling • 
AI do Abreu recordet Diana Dansereau • 
Sara~ Freiberg Ell ison cello Andre de Quadros"" 
Greg Ingles sackbut jay Dorfman,. 
Laura Jeppesen Andrew Goodrich • 
viola da gamba Lee Higgins"" 
Christopher Krueger Phyllis Hoffman • 
baroque flute Ron Kos • 
Catherine Liddell/ute Warren Levenson 
Scott Metcalfe Roger Mantie,.. 
Martin Pearlman Sandra Nicolucci * 
baroque ensembles * 
Robinson Pyle CONDUCTING 
natural trwnpct David Hoose* 
Marc Schachman Ann Howard Jones* 
baroque oboe Scott Allen Jarrett 
Aaron Sheehan HPvoicc David Martins 
Jane Starkman Scott Metcalfe 
·baroque violiuf viola 
Peter Sykes IJarpsiclto.rd * OPERA INSTITUTE 
Phyllis Curtin++ 
MUSICOLOGY Sharon Daniels • SAB 
Marie Abe"" Melinda Sullivan-Friedman 
Richard Bunburr. * Frank Kelley 
-
Victor Coelho* Angie Jepsen 
Sean Gallagher William Lumpkin-• 
Brita Heimarck * Laura Raffo 
TI10mas. Peattie * Jim l'etosa (theater) 
Joshua Rifkin* Betsy Polatin (theater) 
Andrew Shenton* Jeffrey Stevens* 
Jacquelyn Sholes Nathan Troup 
Patrick Wood Uribe .... Allison Voth • 
Jeremy Yudkin • 
STAFF PIANISTS 
·COMPOSITION Michelle Beaton 
AND THEORY Eve Budnick 
Brett Abigafia Matthew Larson 
Vartan Aghababian l:hillip Oliver 
Martin Amlin"' Lorena Tecu 
Deborah Burton * Noriko Yasuda 
Justin Casinghino Molly Wood 
Richard Cornell * 
Davide Fanni VISITING SCHOLARS 
Joshua Fineberg* Anthony Palmer 
Samuel Headrick .. 
Davide Ianni Department Chairs 
David Kopp' represented in b,old 
Mary Montgomery Koppel 
Rodney Lister * • Full·time faculty _ 
Ketty Nez • ++Emeritus 
Matthew Reeves LOA - Leave of Abscence 
Andrew Smith SA B · Sabbitcal 
John Wallace • 
Steven Weigt *~ 
Jason Yust * 
SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
Richard Cornel l, Associate Director 
William McManus, Associate Director of U1e School of Music for 
Music Education 
Ptrr,llis Hoffman; Executive ami Artistic Director of The Bosto11 
M::%f:~t~1 ~atj1,~ewooti ~11sfitute, Acting Cl.tnir of 
SCHOOL OF MUSIC EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 
Richard Cornell, Music Studies 
Robert K. Dodson, Director 
Phyllis Hoffman, Executive and Artistic Director of Bosto11 
UnilJ!:rsitv Ttu.1glewood Institute, Acti11g Chair of 
Music Ed"ucatiou 
· Ann Howard Jones, Eusembles 
David Kopp, Director, Graduate Studies 
Michelle LaCourse, Clrair, AJ'plied Studies 
Shaun Ramsay, Assistant Director for Admissions a11tf 
Studcrrt Affnrrs · 
John Wallace, Director, Ut~dergraduate Studies • 
William McManus, Associate DirectOr of the School of Music for 
Music Education 
Boston University College of Fine Arts School of M·usic 
Upcoming Events and Performances 
Friday, April 26, 8pm 
Friday, Aprir26, 8pm 
Saturday, April 27, 8pm 
Tuesday, April 30, 8pm 
Boston University All-Campus Orchestra and 
Concert Band 
Mark Miller, Jennifer Bill, and Tiffany Chang, directors'-
Tsai Perjorma1tce Center 
Boston University World Music En~embles 
Brita Heini.arck and Marie Abe, directors 
CFA Concert Hall 
Boston University Choral Ensembt s · 
Ann Howard Jones and Mike Driscoll, conductors 
CFA Concert Hall 
Boston University Symphony Orchestra 
. David Hoose, conductor 
Tsai Performance Center 
Thursday, May 2, 7:30pm Boston University Big Band, Jazz C~mbos, and 
Jazz Workshop 
Andrew Goodrich, Colin Sapp, Josh McDonald, directors 
BU Central 
Boston University Theatre, 264 Huntington Avenue 
Mars.h <;:hapel, 735 Commonwealth Avenue 
Tsai Performance Center, 685 Commonwealth Avenue 
CFA Concert Hall, 855 Commonwealth Avenue· 
Boston University College of Fine Arts 
-Text BUARTS to 22828 ·• twitter.com/8l)Arts 
bu.edu/cfa 
• facebook.com/BUARTS 
Boston U~i~ersity College of Fine Arts 
Center for New Music . . 
oston University Big Band 
Dr. Andrew Goodrich and Josh McDonald, conductors · 
Todd Marston, guest pianist 
Boston University 7:30p Jazz Combo 
Josh McDonald, director 
Boston. University 7p Jazz Combo 
Colin Sapp, ~:iirector 
·Wednesday, April .17, 2013, 8pm 
CFA c ·oncert Hall 
Founded in 1872, the School of Music combines the intimacy and intensity of 
conservatory training with a broadly based, traditional liberal arts education at the 
undergraduate level and intense coursework at the graduate level. The school offers 
degrees in performanc_e, conducting, composition and theory, musicology, music 
education, collaborative piano, historical performance, as well as a certificate program in 
its Opera Institute, and artist and performance diplomas: 
· Founded in 1839, Bosto.n University is an internationally recognized private research . 
university with 32,557 students participating in undergraduate, graduate, and 
professional programs: BU consists of 17 colleges and schools along with a number of 
multi- disciplinary centers and institutes which are central to the school's research and 
teaching mission. The Boston· University College of Fine Arts was created in 1954 to bring 
together the School of Music, the School of Theatre, and the School of Visual Arts. The 
University's vision was to create a community of artists in a conservatory-style school 
offering professional training in the arts to both undergraduate and graduate students, 
complemented by a liberal arts. curriculum for undergraduate students. Since those early 
days, education at the College of Fine Arts has begun on the BU campus -and extended 
into the city of Boston, a rich center of cultural, artistic, and intellectual activity: 
Boston University College of Fine Arts 
school of Music 
The 2271" concert in the 2012-13 season· 
April 17, 2013 
CFA Concert Hall 
Sammy Nestico 
(b. 1924) 
Don Grolnick 
(1947-1996) 
arr. John Fedchock 
(b. 1957) 
·,. 
Maria Schneider 
(b. 1960) 
Wayne Shorter 
(b. 1933) 
Herbie Hancock 
(b. 1940) 
Sid Vashi 
(b. 1992) 
arr. Josh McDonald 
(b. 1984) 
· Boston University Big Band 
Dr. Andrew Goodrich, director 
The Heat's On 
Soloists: 
Russel Wilcox--Cline, Tenor Sax 
Pools 
Soloists: 
Christel Kendzia, Soprano ,Sax 
Nick Sorenson, Bass 
Russel Wilcox-Cline, Tenor Sax 
Green Piece 
Featuring: 
Cohn Sapp,, Guest Artist on Guitar 
Todd Marston, Guest Artist on Pian9 
Josh McDona,ld, conductor 
Boston University 7:30p Jazz'Combo 
Josh McDonald, director 
Fpotprinfs 
Soloists: 
Mike Simpson,·Guitar 
Chip Foarde, Alto Sax 
Dolphin Dance 
Soloists: 
Jordan Caroompas, Piano 
Sid Vashi, Baritone Sax 
Mike Simpson, Guitar 
·Volar 9 to 12 
Soloists: 
Sid Vashi, Baritone Sax 
Jordan Caroompas, Piano 
Chip Foarde, Alto Sax 
Kelsey Hsu, Bass 
Josh Feldman, Drums 
Steve Swallow 
(b. 1940) 
Colin Sapp 
(b: 1976) / 
Boston University 7p Jazz Combo 
Colin Sapp, director 
Falling Gmce -
Soloists: 
Michaelina Dupnik, Piano 
Justin Thekkekara, Alto Sax 
Ven Satyam, Guitar 
Russel Wilcox-Cline, Alto Sax 
Nick Sorenson, Bass 
Press Seven 
Soloists: 
Nick Sorenson, Bass 
Russel Wilcox-Cline, Alto Sax 
Ven Satyam, Guitar 
Justin Thekkekara, Alto Sax 
Michaelina Dupnik, Piano 
Justin Koch, Drums 
Andrew Goodrich, trumpet and Big Band director 
Andrew Goodrich currently serves as an Assistant_ Professor of Music Education 
at Boston University where he teaches qualitative research, jazz history, directs 
the Boston Univers1ty Big Band, and supervises doctoral dissertations. Andrew 
received his Doctor of Musical Arts Degree in Music Education with a Cognate in 
Jazz Performance and Masters Degree in Music Education with a Jazz Concentration 
from Arizona State University, and a Bachelor of Music Education degree from . 
the University of Montana. Prior university appointments include Michigan State 
University and Northwestern State University. Andrew taught junior hign school and 
high school band and jazz band in Billings, Montana and taught general music for 
one year in Missoula, Montana. Andrew is active presenting research at international 
and national venues including the International Society for Music Education and the 
Narrative Inquiry in Music and Education 
Andrew Goodrich brings a diverse ar~ay of teaching and musical experiences to 
Boston University. Prior to his appointment at BU in 2008 Andrew was a successful 
music educator at the primary, secondary, and university levels. His ensembles 
received many accolades and Andrew developed an award-winning jazz band 
program at Billings Central High School in Billings, Montana, that included a big 
band, combo, and jazz improvisation class. - · · 
-As a musician Andrew is equally comfortable in both orchestral and jazz settings. 
Recent performances include concerts with the Kevin McDonald Fellowship, Jason 
Marsalis, Marcus Roberts, and orchestrasin the Boston metropolitan area._Andrev · 
recently collaborated with Poet Laureate and BU Professor of Creative Writing Rc 
Pinsky for a performance in New York City and is featured playing the trumpet in a 
video of Robert Pinsky's.poem "horn" (forthcol!'ing) also shot in New York City. 
Colin Sapp, ·guitar and Jazz Combo director 
Colin Sapp is an Assistant Professor of Guitar at Berklee College of Music; a Lecturer· 
in Jazz at Boston University, and the Program Coordinator at t11e Roland Hayes 
School of Music in Boston Public Schools. He currently teaches jazz guitar classes, 
jazz improvisation ~lasses, all_l~vels of jazz combo ensembles, a jazz fusion g-uitar · 
ensemole, and musiC compos1hon through technology .courses as well as pnvate 
guitar lessons. Colin received his Masters Degree in Music Education from Boston 
l.!niversity and a Bacl1elor of Music Performance degree from Berklee College of 
Music. He has given master classes .at the Los Angeles County High School Ior the 
Arts (L9s Angeles, CA), Lincoln Park Performing Arts .Center (Pittsburgh, PA) and 
Pritzker College Prep (Chicago, IL). 
. . 
Through Colin's work at.Roland Hayes, the school was awarded fifteen thousand · 
dollars in new instruments and funded visiting artist clinics by Fidelity Investments. 
Prior to his appointment at Roland Hayes in 2008, Colin was the Guitar Coordinator 
and Advanced Music Theory Instructor at the Boston Arts Academy. At the BAA, he 
wrote the guitar and advanced music theory curriculum and directed, composed and 
arranged for the city's first high school jazz guitar ensemble. Colin has also been an • 
instructor in the Berklee City Music program for the past thirteen years. 
Colin has over one hundred recording credits to his name and has performed with 
the likes of Kurt Elling, Aaron Goldberg, and Rakesh Chaurasia. He has two recent 
album releases on Auxetic Records: Choose to Find - Sqngs Without Words and Colin 
Sapp- The Art ofWond,ering. Colin is currently in the process of recording a -quartet 
aloum of original compositions titled Ir;finite Out- The Human Analog. · 
JoshMcDpnald, trumpet and Jazz Combo director 
Josh McDonald is the graduate assistant for the BU Big Band and a Presidential 
, · ~ellow at Boston University. Bis undergraduate work was completed at the 
. Smittcamp Family Honors Colle~e at CSU, Fresno, where he studied trumpet with 
Dr. Michael Caldwell while em;mng degrees in philosophy, psychology, and political 
science. His most recent playing and composing can be heard on Breathe, a 2012 · 
release from ilie Kev McDonald Fellowship. , .. 
Josh has performed with Brian Blade, Scott Engelbrjght, Conrad Herwig, Geoff 
Keezer, Kevin Mahogany, Andy Martin, Christian McBride, John Patitucei, Danilo 
Perez1 Carl Saunders, Ed Shaughnessy, Bobby Shew, Wayne Shorter, Rick Stone, 
Anthony Wilson, and Gerald Wilson. 
\ 
When not performing or studyirtg, Josh enjoys coUaborating with the SBS Fellowship, 
playing soccer, eating gluten-free muffins, and Walden Pond ... the place, not the 
book. . · . · 
. Todd Marston, piano, Guest Artist · 
Todd Marston is a pianist, accordionist, keyboardist and col;Ilposer from Brooklyn, 
_Connecticut. He began studying classical piano at age five. During high school, he 
took jazz and improvisation classes at a summer music program at J;-Iartwick College, 
which sparked lus true passion for music. He went 0n to receive a Bachelor's of Music 
. degree in jazz piano performance at Berklee College of Music in 2003. He was the 
keyboardJst on Sonya Kitchell's 2006 U.S. tour, and performed in China with the Sam 
Hooper Band (2008), Mike Null's Soulcasters and Tfi.e Avis Ellis Trio (2010). Todd ts 
the bandleader and composer for the original instrumental rock quartet, Choose to 
Find. Choose to Find released their second CD Songs without Words in December 2012. 
Todd's performance is partially sponsored by the Boston University Undergraduate 
Student- Fee. · 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY BIG BAND PROGRAM NOTES 
SammyNestico's burner The Heat's On is from the 1975 Count Basie album Bnsie Big 
Bnnd. Nestico wrote all of the tunes for that album, as he did for several Basie albums 
in the 1970s. Self-taught on the trombone, at a~e 17 Nesticowas skilled enough to 
be a studio musician in Pittsburgh. He served m the military, gained a music degree 
at Duquesne University in 1950 and was staff arranger for the D.S. Air Force Band 
for many years. The Bnsie Big Band follows the Basie band formula, and The Heat's 
On is no exception. The tune begins with a two-bar ostinato emphasizing the back 
beats, and features strong brass writing. The saxes join the brass in the second half 
of the chorus, and the melody is displaced by a bar between the sections. As the 
band roars to life, the solo section begins. The form is 32 bars, ABAB' and features 
strong functional harmonic cadences. Following the solo section, the -trumpets take 
a soli chorus that emphasizes upper structure triads over diminished chords. In fact, 
the beginning of the soli section implies the bridge in rhytlun changes, which is a 
clever homag-e to a classic uptempo harmonic progression. The tune culminates in a 
swinging shout section, highlighting the brass, the saxes, and the drums. 
Pools is the opening track to the eponymous album by fusion group .Steps Ahead. 
This arrangement features strong brass writing from trombonist JoFm Fedchoc~, v 
still retaining the fusion elements of Don Grolnick's version of the tune. Grolnick 
wrote Pools for Steps Ahead during his three years with playing keyboards the group 
(during which time the group was named Steps, and was releasing albums only in 
Japan). Grolnick left the group in 1983, when Pools was released under the band's 
new name Steps Ahead. Fedchock's arrangement was written for the Woody Herman 
Band in tl).e 1980s and he deftly uses the brass to accent Grolnick's piano voicings. 
The melody is in the bass and tenor sax, a rare combination in large ensemble 
writing but quite common during the fusion era ii:t the 1980s. Following the three 
solo sections (for soprano, bass, and tenor), the shout chorus increases the energy by 
utilizin~ a combination of syncopation and downbeat oriented lines that keeps the 
rhythmic tension nigh. The shout chorus is followed by a very melodic saxophone 
soli that uses several motivic ideas that sequence in and out of the underlying chords. 
After a brief interlude, which also pays homage to Grolnick's piano voicings, the 
band returns to the funky melody fo~ the tune's denouement. • 
Green Piece is the fifth track on Maria Schneider's 1994 Grammy nominated 
album Evanescence. Her writing is heavily influenced by Bob Brpokmeyer and Gil 
Evans, with whom she studied for close to a decade in the late 1980s. Like most of 
her writing, Green Piece combines elements of classical music with lushly voiced 
chords. and nuanced musical phrases. It requires a high degree of sophistication 
and musicality to perform t.his piece, and the ensemofe must be willing to be flexible 
. since the length of the solo passages are determined by the soloists in real time. . 
Green Piece begins in 3/4 time, with the piano and gu1tar implying a duple feel. The 
ensemble enters with a beautiful, almost hymn-like melody that is rooted in the key 
ofF major. When the full ensemble enters, Schneider uses a series of slash chords · 
to add harmonic tension to the melody, while also using phrases of varying length 
and inserting sev,eral shifts to new time signatures. The band transitions to common 
time as it develops a new melodic idea (rooted in 2nd Line rhythms)-and then gives 
way to a guitar solo over A Phrygian. As the band transitions to the piano solo the 
3/4 time is implied in the brass over the common time in the rhythm section, a subtle 
reversal of the 2:3 rhythms in the beginning of the piece. The piano solo returns to the 
I chord for an extended solo by Guest Artist Todd Marston. Following the piano solo, 
Schneider returns to the main melodic theme, but uses a variety of -harmonic colors 
and dynamic textures to build to an emotional climax. As the tune ends, the "clou 
1 lift" as the key ofF major triumphs· and the band returns to the 3/4 time signature 
from the beginning of the piece. As the ensemble improvises over F major, the rhythm 
section dances its fi.appy waltz and fades into the distance. Throughout Green Piece, 
Schneider deploys several rhytlunic ideas that have deep roots in jazz- including 
2nd Line, West African polyrhythms, and back beat syncopation- while retaining the 
strong sense of modermsm in her voicings'and melodic ideas. This interplay between 
the jazz tradition and classical modernism is a focal point Of her writing, and has been 
an inspiration to a new generation of big band composers. 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY 7:30p JAZZ COMBO PROGRAM NOTES 
Footprints is Wayne Shorter's most reco9nizable tune. Written in 1966, it was 
recorded twice that Y.ear: first on Shorter s Adam's Apple, and again with the Miles 
Davis Quintet on Mzles Smiles. The latter version is the most ceiebrated recording of 
the tune because of the quintet's approach to compound meter and West-African · . 
polyrhythms. Commonly written m 3/4 time, the tune is better understood as a 12 
bar blues in 6/4 (or 6/8). However, it is not a standard minor blues: the ?tandard . 
turnaround is replac;ed with a chromatic turnaround beginning on the #ivb5, and 
finally resolving to the i chord from the blii7b9 chord. Combined with the modal 
setting of the previous 8 bars, the tune was a perfect vehicle of the "time,-no changes" 
approacl1 of Davis' Second Quintet. Footprints was one of the few tunes that the 
group played live, no doubt because of tf1e flexibility for the modal changes· and · 
fhe showcase it gave to Tony Williams' brilliant drumming. Shorter has recorded 
it several times since, including on two live albums with h1s current q;uartet. The 
recent iterations retain the focus on flexible compound meter and pofyrhythms, while 
continuing to advance the probing, free approaches to improvisation, occasionally 
even abandoning the harmonic progression. ' 
Herbie Hancock's Dolphin Dance is one his most famous compositions, and a 
celebrated achievement in modal composition. Like Wayne Shorter, Herbie Hancock 
came to prominenc~ as a member of Miles Davis' Quintet, playing with Miles 1963-
1968. Hancock has won numerous awards, including the 2008 Gran1my Album of the 
Year (only the second jazz musician to win the award, and the only one since 1965's 
Get<.!Gilberto); he is also the first recipient of an MTV Video Music Awards, and .Rockit 
became an emblem of the breakdancing culture. Hancock celebrated his 73rd birthday 
last Friday (April 12) and is an internationally acclaimed musician and performer. 
Hancock recorded Dolphin Dance as part of the '1965 concept album Maiden Voyage, 
which featured the rhythm section of the Miles Davis Quintet augmented by George 
Coleman and Freddie Hubbard. The music on that album attempts to create an 
oceanic atmosphere through the use of tidal dynamics, the ebb and flow of pedal 
•· points, and modal chord progressions. Dolphin Dance is a quintessential Hancock 
. composition, and it expertly combines modal composition with pedal points and 
quartal harmony. The tune has 3 sections, each of which features its own series of 
tone collections. These tone collections (both diatoni.c and acoustic- that is, based 
both in major scale modes and in melodic minor ascending modes) rarely differ by 
more than 2 half steps, thus: providing a sense of stasis and contributing to the rnodal 
quality of the tune. The first section (bars 1-12 of the solo form) is based inC minor 
and features several cadences linking diatonic tone collections that are no more than 
2 half steps apart. Interestingly, the three major key centers in the piece are B, Eb, 
and G major, highlighting the augl!lented triad tonal syste,m explored thoroughly by 
John Coltrane beginning m 1959 (although hints of it can be seen in Laztj Bird from 
the 1957 album B1ue Train) .. While Hancock's own compositional t~1emes never rely 
on "Coltrane changes" it is clear he was exploring the harmonic themes that were 
prevalent in the 1960s. The secon9- section features a driving pedal point which moves 
from G to F; during which the harmony again moves through tone collections that 
are no farther than 1 half step apart. .Fina!Iy, the last 14 bars of the piece feature ii-V 
progressions with voice leading through the use of adjacent base lines, rather than via 
typical functional cadences, and culminates in an extended pedal point section over E 
·and Eb. The third section is notable for the use of acoustic collections, which provides 
a contrast to the first section, and prov~des a sense of closure for the piece. 
Dolar 9 to 12 is an original tune by Sid Vashi, 'and arranged by Josh McDonald. In 
addition to J?laying baritone sax, Vashi is a hip hop producer and electronic musician. 
His compositions combine these elements with music from his ·native India and the 
concepts of free improvisation and modal composition developed by the Second 
Miles Davis Q1,1intet (the group that recorded from 1965-1968, featuring Miles Davis, 
Wayne Shorter, Herbie Hancock, Ron Carter, and Tony Williams). Dolar 9 to 12 is 
clearly influenced by his studies of Davis' group, but still retains many elements 
.from Vashi' s electronic music. The tune begins with a drum solo over a progression 
derive.d from melodic minor (the use of acoustic tone collections is common to . 
Hancock's writing in the 1960s as well). The harmonic progression of the melody is 
based on more functional, diatonic tone collections. However, the modal element of 
post-bop is retained in the melody, which relie·s on repetitions and permutations of 
the V pentatonic. The 7:30J? Combo is studying post-bop this semester, and Vashi's 
composition exemplifies h1s deft manipulation of these techniques. · 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY 7p JAZZ COMBO PROGRAM NOTES 
Bassist Steve Swallow, wrote Falling Grace iii. the 1960s.and recorded it twice with 
Gary Burton (on 1966's Time. Machine and 1969's release with Stephane Grappelli 
Paris Encounter). Swallow came to prominenc~ as an acoustic bassist playing with 
Jiinmy Giuffre, Paul Bley, and Bill Evans. In these groups, Swallow gained experience 
in chamber jazz, free jazz, and the soit of reflective, melancholic music that would 
later characterize output from the record label 'ECM. In the mid-1960s, Swallow 
joined Gary Burton, a musical collaboration that led to his international fame and his 
teaching stint at Berklee College 6f Music. While with Burton, Swallow experiinented 
with fusion (recording a fusion album 2 years before Miles Davis' Bitches 13rew), and 
began writing prolifically. Though a Yale educate composer, Swallow .did not start 
playing his own compositions until his tiine with Gary Burton. Falling Grace is. his 
tnost famo';ls compo~ition, and one Swallow wrot.e while st.tbletting George Russell's 
apartment m the spnng of 1965. The tune features several uncommon cadences . 
into new key centers based on the II major and VI major. Swallow also explores the 
dramatic power of chord inversions, employing leading tones in the bass 1ine through 
the use of slash chords. The melody's strong scalar motion- which is apparent when 
reduced in a Schenkerian ~n~lysis -helps to.tie the piece tosether ·a~d provid~s an 
excellent platform for mohv1c development m the solos. Th1s tune, like·Dolphm . 
Dance, is a challenge to improvise over given the uncommon shifts to new tonalities 
and the use of modal-esque pedal points. . 
Colin Sapp wrote Press Seven in 7/8 time, and it is a contrafact to Arthur Schwp.rtz's 
(1900-1984) famou& song "Alone Together." The piece features several different 
divisions of 7/8. The mam clave is 4+3 but can also, at tiines, be felt as 4+4+3+3 over 
two measures. 1be other claves that appear are 3+4, 2+3+2 and a variety of over-the-
bar line permutations. Another feature of this song is the use of inverted chords as 
a sonic departure from the origii1al cotnposition's chord changes. These inversions, 
especially.many of the dominant ·chords, result in unconventional .yet b~autiful · 
substitutions, such as Bb7(b13) for D7 and Ebmaj7(#11) for A7. Finally, through the 
use of voice-led constant structures, the harmomc resolutions result in a more modern 
interpretation of this classic tune. 
Big Band Personnel 
Alto Sax: 
Tenor Sax": 
Bari Sax: 
Trumpets: 
. Trombones: 
iano: 
Bass: 
Guitar: 
Druni.s: . 
* denotes sectional leader 
7:30p Jazz Combo Personnel 
'" Alto Sax: · 
Baritone Sax: 
Guitar: 
Piano: 
Bass: 
Drums: 
7p Jazz Combo Personnel 
Alto Sax: 
Guitar: 
Piano: 
ass: 
Drums: 
*Christel Kendzia, CFA, 2013 
Jon Neimann, CFA, 2013. 
Russel Wilcox-Cline, CAS, 2013 
Emily-Cox, CFA, 2013 
Zach Schwartz, CFA & CAS, 2013 
Kelly Blumenthal, CFA & CAS, 2014 . 
*Spencer Petitti, CAS, 2014 
Sean Lee, .CFA, 2014 
Josh McDonald, CAS, 2015 
Matt Pollack, ENG, 2014 
Jordan Sweer, ENG, 2016 · 
*Ben Owens, CFA, 2014 
Justine Kendzfa, CFA, 2015 
Jacob Harrington, CAS, 2016 
Zach'Haas, CFA, 2016 
Jordan Caroompas, CAS, 2014 
Nick Sorenson, SMG, 2014 · 
Scott Lehmann, SAR, 2014 
*Sebastian Andrews, CAS, 2014 
Chip Foarde, CGS, 2915 
· Sid Vashi, SAR & CAS, 2014 
, Mike Simpson, SAR, 2014 
Jordan Caroompas, CAS, 2014 
Kelsey Hsu, CAS, 2016 
Josh Feldman, CGS, 2016 
Russel Wilcox-Cline, CAS, 2013 
Justin Thekkekara, SMG & CAS, 2013 
Ven Satyam, SAR, 2013 
Michaelina Dupnik, ENG, 2014 
Nick Sorenson, SMG, 2014 
Jufitin K~)Ch, CAS, 2012 
Friends of the College of Fine Arts 
We are grateful to our community of alumni, faculty, families, and friends who believe in the importm(ce of 
supporting gifted students in music, theatre, and the visual art's through their generous contributions. Gifts to 
the College of Fine Arts drive important capital initiatives, sclwlarships, educational outreach, performances, 
and exhibitions, all of which directly benefit the talented young artists of Boston University. 
For more information about how you can join our growing list of supporters,.pleQse contact us at 617-353-5544 
or ntnke a donation online at bu.edulcfaialunmilgiving-back. We would love to welcome you into our donor 
C011.1nl!lnityf 
We thank the following donors for their generous support during the 2011-2012 fiscal year*: 
$100,000 and above 
Jack Kent Cooke Foundatioq 
SungEun Han-Andersen nnd G. 01ris Andersen 
The Estate of Virginia E. Withey · 
$25,000 to $99,999 
AndrCw R. Lack and Betsy K. I.....1ck 
Jnne Pappalardo and Neill'appnlnrdo 
Hugo X. Shang and Luo Ynn 
John R. Silber 
Surdna Foundation 
Anonymous 
$10,000 to $24,999 
John A. Carey 
Ann and Gordon Getty Foundation 
C hris and Meg-ann Haley 
Ricardo Lewilus and Marla B. Lewitus 
Nancy Livingston and Fred M. Levin 
Montgomery Symphony Assodation 
Mary Ann Mi lano-Picardi and Angelo Picardi 
Douglas B. Reeves and Amy F. Reeves 
Anonymous 
$5,000 to $9,999 
Edward AvediSian and Pamela W. Avedisian 
Earl R. Beane and Mildred B. Beane· 
Cnrriuolo Family Foundation, Inc. 
David L. Feigenbaum and Maureen I. Meister 
Fran}s J. HOenerneyer 
M~rgarct S. Lindsay Foundation 
Penny Peters 
J. B1ian Potts and Calherine M. Potts 
Nina C. lfassler and Gera ldS. Levine 
Gael Towey and Stephen J. Doyle 
William H. Tri.yes and Roswitha Trayes 
$1,000 to $4,999 
Cathy M. Allholz and Robert N. Altholz 
TI1e ASCAP Foundation 
Bose Foundation Inc. 
William K. Boss and Rhea Boss 
Fred A. Bronstein an"d Liz Bronstein 
Rid1ard D. Carmel Charitable Remainder Trust 
Midmel C. Chiklts and Mid1elle E. Chikiis 
Aram V. Chobanian and Jasmine Chobnninn 
Saul B. Cohen and Naomi R. Cohen 
Frank A. D' Acrone 
Keith E. Druhl , 
Richard W- Ekdahl and ~ary E. Ekdahl 
Peter J. Eliopoulos and Maria A. Eliopoulos 
ju ~ith E. Epstein-Fisher and Richard A. Fisher 
Marie V. Fa tabella and Anthrmy Fa Iabeiia 
Arthur Fertman and Cynthia K. Fertmnn 
Judith M . Flynn 
Frist Center for the Visual Arts 
Brian E. Gcra~hty 
Rid1ard I. Grausman nnd Susru1 Grnusmnn 
David C. Hoenemeyer and Laura E. Hoenemeyer 
Phyllls E. Hoffm?n and Robert J. Hoffrn;m 
Jo an F. Ho rton 
· Llndsey V. Humes 
_Benjamin JuArez and Marisa Canales 
· Ellen B. Kazis-Walker and Don L Walker 
Dean C. Kehler and Elizabeth H . Kehler 
Sandra J. Kendall and Clark Kenda ll 
Dav id Carlton Kneuss 
Robert E. Krivi and Gwen G. Krivi 
JuneK. Lewin 
William R. Lyman and Anastasia S. Lyman 
Joan B. Malick 
James A. Manganello and Rosemarie B. 
Mangat~cllo 
Margaret M. Martin 
Wartcn Martin and Judith A. Ma~rlin 
Joy l. Mclntyre 
Mi~ael W. M~rrill and Chou 010u Merrlll 
Jane M. Musky and Tony H . Goldwyn 
Andrea Okamura and Jeffrey T. Chambers 
F. Taylor Pape nnd Haddon Hufford ~ 
The Presser Foundation 
I,.cila Joy Rosenth'al 
Sandrn.Lee Rowsell and Arthu~ P. Rowsell 
Kenneth D. Rudnick 
Roberta S. Steiner and Don Steiner 
The Estate of Li':'dagrilcc Stephens 
Andrea L. Taylor 
Anthony V. Uglialoro and Lisa M. Uglinloro 
The Ushers & Programmers 'Fund 
Rld1ard E. Van Dcusen and Carol Nadell 
Sheila Waxman and Davip J. Waxman 
Barb~ra S. Wolf · 
Ellen Yates and John Yates 
' -
Kalman W. z,ban;ky and Kerry P. Loughman 
Heidi E. Zdrojcski 
Avedis Zildjlnn Compariy 
$500 to $999 
Samuel H. Adler and En1ily F. Brown 
Constantin Alajalov 
Apo.c;Lolos A. Aliapoulios and Mary J. Aliapoulios 
Bob Av ian 
Rid1ard F. Balsam 
Salvat?re J. C<~;nia and Lisn M. C min 
' Karen L Carpenter 
]om1 C. Cavicchi 
Gail M. Cohen and Milrk E. Cohen 
Emily C. Culler rmd Michael Cu ller 
Edna L. Davis 
·Ann B. Dickson 
Carol G. Elledge 
Kathleen Faleris and Dennis Falerls · 
Debra D. Fa\ISt and Joseph E. Dion 
Wilbur D. Fullbright and Lorraine B. Full brig. 
Slii!ila" w. Greenspan and Marshall Greenspan 
John F. Harrington and Kerry E. Harrington 
Merda M. Harrison 
John T. Hecht ilnd Victoria A. Hecht 
Gudjonson Hermannsson and Vingxing.Wnng 
Historical Art, Inc. 
Richard A. Hobbs and Marilyn Hobbs 
Judy Hoch~rg and Aliln Hochberg 
C heryl Hocnemeyer 
Henry H. Hoyt 
Dmitri L. llyin and Elena I! yin 
Jimmie L. Jackson and Mary L. Jackson' 
Renate S.Jeffrics and John W.Jeffries 
arry G. Jones and Ann Howard Jones 
Saran Kraichoke and Paige Kralchoke 
Lillie¥- Kumar 
Nnm-Ying Lim 
Walt C. Meissner and Roscm~rie E. Meissner 
Thomas J. Munn and Susan P.' Munn 
_Northrop Grumm<m Fo~~dation 
Andrew L. Price 
Resources ~an;~gement Corp. 
Benjamin A. Rudnick 
Sherr! A. Rudnick 
Laurence K Sammons . 
judith Skagen 
Harrie,H L:Stanley 
Charles Teamer and Karen Teamer 
Kristine B. Tina and Guido J .. Tina 
_Craig Vickers 
Peter A. Williamson and Omrlene J. Z1bawski 
Anna Winestein 
Linda N. Vee a1id Robert D. ·vee 
~a trick Zickler and Joyce Zickler 
Anonymous 
Anonyh1ous 
.. 71ris fist reflects pledges n11d d01rntio11s made between July 1, 2011 and june 30, 20-12. For n Complete list of all CFA donors visit, bu.edu!cfnlnlumni/ 
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-Boston ·university College of Fine Arts· School of Music 
STRINGS 
Steven Ansell viola • 
Edwin Barker double bass • 
Cathy Basrak viola 
Lynn Chang violin 
Daniel Dona pedagogy 
Jules. Eskin cello 
Carolyn Davis Fryer 
double bass 
Edward Gazouleas viola 
Marc johnson cello 
Bayla Keyes viol[u ,. 
Michelle LaCourse viola "' 
Benjamin Levy double bass 
Lucia Lin violin • 
Malcolm Lowe violin 
Dana Mazurkevich violi11 
Yuri Mazurkevich violin"' 
Ikuko MizUno violiu 
John Muratore guitar 
George Neikrug cello++ 
james Orleans double bass 
Parnas cello LOA 
obson Pilot harp 
__ ara Poeschl·Edrich harp 
Michael Reynolds cello • 
Rhonda Rider cello 
Karen Ritscher viola 
Todd Seeber double bass 
Laurence Wolfe do11ble bass 
Michael Zaretsky viola 
,Peter Zazofsky violin ,. . 
jessica Zhou harp 
WOOD WINDS, BRASS, and 
PERCUSSION 
Ken Am is I uba 
l"Pnifer Bill saxopl10ne 
Peter Chapman trumpet 
Geralyn Coticone f/u.te 
Doriot Dwyer flute 
Terry Everson trumpet,. SAB 
john Ferrillo oboe 
... Timothy Genis percussion 
Ian Greitzer clariuet 
Ronald Haroutounian'bassoon 
}ohn' Heissjlute 
Gregg Henegar bassoo11 
Renee Krjmsier flute 
Gabriel Langfur bass trombone 
Don Lucas tromboue • 
Michael Martin trumpet 
Mark McKewen oboe 
Richard Menau'l hom 
Suzanne Nelsen bassoon 
Toby Oft trombone 
Elizabeth Ostlingjlutc 
Andrew Price oboe 
Ken Radnofsky saxophone 
Richard Ranti basso011 
Thomas Rolfs trumpet 
Mike Roylance tuba ~ 
Eric Ruske hom • 
Robert Sheena euglish horn 
Thomas Siders t111mpct 
Ethan Sloane clarhret "" · 
Jason Snider llom 
Samuel Solomon 
percussion 
James Sommerville hon1 
Richard Stolzman clarini!l 
Linda Toote flute"" 
PIANO 
Maria Clodes-jaguaribe • LOA 
Gila Goldstein 
tinda jiorle-Nagy 
Michael Lewin 
· Pavel Nersessian 
Boaz Sharon "" 
COLLABORATIVE PlANO 
Michelle Alexander,.. 
Holly Chatham 
Shiela Kibbe' SAB 
Robert Merfeld 
ORGAN 
Peter ~ykes ,.. 
VOiCE 
Michelle Alexander ,.. 
Michael Beattie 
Penelope Bitzas,.. 
Eve Budnick 
Sharon Daniels • SA il 
James Demler"" 
Gary Durham 
Lynn Eustis"" 
Phyllis Hoffman,.. 
Matthew Larson 
Betsy Polatin (theater) 
Bonnie Pomfret 
jerrold Pope • 
SCHOOL OF MUSIC DEPARTMENT OF 
PRODUCTION AND ENSEMBLES 
]. Casey Soward, Assistant Director for Production and 
Performance 
Micliael·Barsano, Mana.~er of Lluiversity-Wide E11semb/es Michael 
Culler, Head Recordi11g E11gineer , .. 
Aaron Goldberg, Director of Atlllelic Bmzds 
Qshin Gregoriary, Mn11a.~cr of Opera l11stitute 
Mc[ean, ;,taRe Manager 
McMahon Recording Engi11eer 
. Dawson I( Scheduling a11d Recitals·Coordhrator 
"··~ essa, Librarian . 
Martin Snow, Keyboard Tedmician and Res/oration 
Molly Walker, Ma11ager of School of Music Eusembles 
COLLEGE OF &INE ARTS ADMINISTRATION 
Benjamin Jua rez, Dean, Cottege of Fi11c Arts 
RoDert K. Dodson, Director, School of Music 
Jim Petosa, Director, School o{T11eatre 
Lynne Allen, Director, Sclzoo) ofVisuat Arts 
HISTORICAL 
PERFORMAJ\!CE 
AI do Abreu recorder 
S~rah Freiberg Ellison cello 
Greg ingies;ackbut 
Laura Jeppesen 
viola da gamba 
Christopher Krueger 
hllroque flute 
Catherine Liddell/ute 
Scott Metcal fe 
Martin Pearlman 
baroque ensembles"" 
Robinson Pyle 
11ntural trumpet 
Marc Schachman 
baroque oboe 
Aaron Sheehan HPvoice 
Jane Starkman 
baroque violi11, viola 
Peter Sykes ltarpsicllord • 
MUSICOLOGY 
Marie Abe* 
Richard Bunbury • 
Victor Coelho"" 
Sean Gallagher 
Brita Heimarck • 
TI1omiHi Peattie,.. 
joshua Rifkin"" 
Andrew Shenton.,.. ' 
jacquelyn Sholes 
Patrick WoOd Uribe*. 
Jeremy Yudkin"" 
COMPOSITION 
AND THEORY 
Brett Abigail a 
Vartan Aghababian 
Martin Amlin "" 
Deborah Burton"" 
justin Casinghino 
Richard Cornell"" 
Davide Fanni 
Joshua Fineberg"" 
Samuel Headrick"" 
Davide [anni 
David Kopp • 
Mary Montgomery Koppel 
Rodney Lis ter"" 
Ketty Nez • ' 
Matthew Reeves 
AndrewSmii:h 
john Wallace • 
· Steven Weigt • 
Jason Yust"" 
SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
MUSIC.EDUCATION 
·Susan Conkling"" 
· Diana Dansereau "" 
Andre de Quadros • 
Jay Dorfman ,.. 
Andrew Goodrich "" 
Lee Higgins"" 
Phyllis Hoffman • 
Ron Kos"". 
Warren Levenson 
Roger Man tie"" 
Sandra Nicolucci"" 
CONDUCTING 
David Hoose"" 
Ann Howard Jones • 
Scott Allen Ja rrett 
David Martins 
Scott Metcalfe 
OPERA INSTITUTE 
l)hyllis Curtin ++ 
Sharon Daniels"" SAB 
Melinda Su lliva i).-Friedman 
Frank Kelley. 
Angie Jepsen 
William Lumpkin • 
Laura Raffo 
jim l'e tosa (theater) · 
Betsy Polatin (theat~r) 
. Jeffrey Stevens >1: 
Nathan Troup 
Allison Voth • 
STAFF PIANISTS 
Michelle Beaton 
Eve Budnick 
Matthew Larson 
Phillip Oliver 
Lorena Tecu 
Noriko Yasuda 
Molly Wood 
VISITIN-G SCHOLARS 
Anthohy Palmer 
Department Chairs 
represented in bold 
• Full-time faculty 
++Emeritus 
LOA - Leave of Abscence 
SAB - Sabbi tcal 
Richard Cornell, Associate Director . 
.... William McManus, Associate Director of t11e School of Music for 
Music Education 
Phyllis Hoffman, Executive and Artis·tic DireCtor of The Boston 
· Universitv Tmrglewood l11st itutc, Acti11g Cha ir of 
Music Elfucation 
SCHOOL OF MUSIC EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 
Richard Cornell, Music Studies 
Robert K. Dodson, Director , 
Phj';\lis Hoffman, Executive a11d Artistic Director of Bosto11 
'J:f%f:~t;{,~~j1,~cwood In stitute, Actiug~ Cliair_of \ 
Ann Howard Iones, Eusembles . . 
. David Kopp, Director, Graduate Studies 
Michelle LaCourse. Clzair. Applied Studies 
ShaUll Ramsay, Assistant Director for Admissions aud 
Studc111 Affmrs 
John Wallace, Dzrector. U11der,~raduate Studzes 
W1lllam McManus, Assocmle Director of the School of Muszc for 
, Muszc EducaflDil 
Boston University College of Fine Arts School of Music 
Upcoming Even~s and Performances 
Wednesday, April17, 8pm . 
Thursday, Aprill8, 7:30pm 
Monday, April 22, 8pm 
Thursday, April25, 8pm 
Boston University Center for New Music 
Jazz Concert 
Josh McDonald, director 
CFA Conce1·t Hall 
Boston University Presents: . 
La Clemenza di Tito 
an opera by Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart . 
William Lumpkin, condt~ 
Full Performance I{un: 
April18-21 
Boston UniversihJ Theatre 
ALEA III 
Boston University students 
perform works containing 
up to 8 pianists! 
Tsai Perfonnance Center 
Boston University Wind Ensemble 
David J. Martins, conductor 
Tsai Pe1jonnance Center 
· Boston University Theatre, 264 Huntington Avenue 
Marsh Chapel, 735 Commonwealth Avenue 
Tsai Performance Center, 685 Commonwealth Avenue 
CFA Concert Hall, 855 Commonwealth Avenue 
Boston University College of Fine.Arts 
Text BUARTS to 22828 twitter.com/BUArts 
J' 
bu.edu/cfa 
• facebook .com/BUARTS 
